
2009-02-03 - Committer Meeting
Present: Chris, Eddie, Bill, Aaron, Kai

- Welcome to new committer, Kai Strnad!  (Introductions)

- Status Updates:

Chris

Worked on committer's wiki
Continuous integration tests with Bamboo
Been talking with Rick and Carissa about getting Fedora user-facing docs in Plone
Fixed BatchModify bug for trunk/maintenance (FCREPO-228 and related refactoring item)
Made JIRA workflow changes for FCRepo, now supports review step on features/bugs/improvements
Committed Dan's fix for build.xml issue (FCREPO-379)

Eddie

Working on updating Mulgara again (this time to 2.0.8), looking to sort out lib issue by tomorrow at latest
Security: Talked last week with Paul Pound @ UPEI, going to start a little later than expected, still shooting for OR'09.
Will also be at dev8d
Wanted to know about setting up on site for Ithaca.  (Decision: as-is on calendar, April 14th-16th)

Bill

Similar to last update; still only focusing on Admin UI
Putting in changes to REST API to support it
Chris created tracker for Admin UI task, pointing to wiki page (FCREPO-402)

Andrew (update given by Chris)

Will be Ithaca next 3 days
Going to work on Derby as replacement for McKoi (FCREPO-116)

Aaron

Had discussion on using Fedora 3.x (still using 2.2.4)
For migration, need approx 3 days of "freezing of writes"
Want to update OAI provider for support of messaging.  Would be option.  Still requires polling at the beginning.
Had phone call with Linda F. from Internet Archive, Chris Freeland, others.  Purpose was to exchange info on what NSDL/IA/BHL Lib is using 
Fedora.  Looking at putting Fedora on top of PetaBox.  Want to represent complex objects, books, etc.  Developers weren't there, will have 
another call to get into tech details.

Kai

Will be at dev8d with colleague Steven
Very excited to be part, wants to contribute
Wants to know if performance tests are of use and what can improve with them (Action: Chris and Bill will look at them again for next time)
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